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Sound measurement
• Sound pressure and intensity
• Sound level meter
– operation
– time and frequency weightings
• Spectral analysis
– Fourier spectrum
– filterbank and critical bands
– spectrogram
• Noise measurement
– noise ratings and criteria
– noise exposure and dose
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Preparation for Noise measurement

• What is a sound intensity?
– look up a definition of sound intensity
– obtain an expression for the sound intensity level
(SIL, in dB)
• What are typical values for the sound level?
– write down at least three SIL or SPL readings
and the conditions when they might occur
• What is the idea of a noise exposure?
– find an expression for noise exposure
– look up the allowable daily noise dose
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Sound pressure and particle velocity
Like Ohm’s law (V = IR), acoustic impedance z is defined
p = uz

(1)

Unit of impedance is rayl (after Lord Rayleigh):
1 rayl = 1 Pa s m−1

For plane waves, the
impedance is z = ρ0c
and so
p = uρ0c

(2)

The impedance in air
is zair,20◦C = 415 rayl
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Properties of sound waves
• particle displacement, x
– perturbation from equilibrium position
– xrms from 0.1 nm to 5 mm
• particle velocity, u
– acoustic velocity
– urms from 50 nm s−1 to 250 mm s−1
• perturbation pressure, p
– acoustic pressure or sound pressure
– prms from 20 µPa to 100 Pa
• speed of propagation, c
– speed of sound
– c ≈ 340 m s−1 in air
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Sound radiating from a point source
Sound from a point source (a.k.a. monopole) travels uniformly in all directions at sound speed c to create a 3D
soundfield with spherical wavefronts,
p(t, r) =
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(3)

e.g., a pure tone
r
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(4)

• compact source of pressure
or velocity fluctuation
• uniform continuous medium
without boundaries
• spherical spreading of the
sound waves
.gif
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Sound intensity and SIL
Intensity is the sound power per
unit area (W m−2), and the product
of sound pressure and velocity:

I(t) = p(t) u(t)

(5)

Usually, we want its time average,
1 T
I=
I(t) dt
T 0
Z

(6)

The free field (eq. 2) and reverberant field are special cases:
p2
Iff = rms
ρ0 c

and

Irev = 0

(7a,b)

Sound intensity level (SIL) is defined in decibels:
SIL = 10 log10

I
Iref

!

(8)

where Iref = 10−12 W m−2 is free-field threshold of hearing.
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Sound power and SWL
Sound power is the integral of intensity over area,
W =

I
S

I dS

(9)

For power from a point source, we integrate
over surrounding sphere of radius r:
W

= 4πr2I

(10)

Total power is the same at any radius; intensity obeys an inverse square law, I ∝ 1/r2.
Sound power level (SWL) is defined in dB:
SWL = 10 log10

W
Wref

!

(11)

where Wref = 10−12 W equals reference intensity over 1 m2
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Sound pressure and SPL
For any sound energy, whether propagating as in free field
or diffuse as in reverberant field, we calculate equivalent
free-field sound level from a point measurement, as eq. 7a.
Sound pressure level (SPL) is defined in dB:
SPL = 10 log10

p2
rms
p2
ref

!

(12)

where pref = 2 × 10−5 Pa corresponds to Iref ≈ p2
ref /ρ0 c for
plane wave propagation in air.

Note that this can also be written
SPL = 20 log10

prms
pref

!
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Sound level meter
Use a sound level meter to measure SPL in dB.
Acoustic calibration is required.

omni
mic

amp

meter

Trade off between accuracy and spatial resolution:
• large diaphragm records frontal pressure well
• small capsule has flatter off-axis frequency response,
as directionality depends on size vs. wavelength.
Sound level

prms (Pa)

Iff (W/m2)

SPL (dB)

pain threshold
rock concert
busy road
town by day
town at night
hearing threshold

60
6
0.6
0.06
0.006
2 × 10−5

10
0.1
0.001
10−5
10−7
10−12

130
110
90
70
50
0
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Time weighting of sound level
Meters have fast (1/8 s) and slow (1 s) time period settings for averaging/smoothing measurements, with options
of linear or exponential time averaging.
Exponential averaging

1

gain (linear)

gain (linear)

Linear averaging

0.5

0
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1000
time lag (ms)

1500

0
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1000
time lag (ms)

1500

0
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1000
time lag (ms)

1500

0
gain (dB)

0
gain (dB)

Slow
Fast

0.5

0
0

−5

−10

1

0

500
1000
time lag (ms)

1500

−5

−10

Maximum sound pressure level is measured for impulsive
sounds (e.g., factory machinery), using the max setting.
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Frequency weighting of sound level
Human hearing responds to frequencies of 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

100

1k

10k

frequency (Hz)

Weighting filters compensate SPL for perceived loudness at
each frequency: A-weighting widely used at all levels, Bweighting rarely used; C-weighting used in vehicles. E.g.,


2
SPL(A) = 10 log10 p2
rms,(A) /pref
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Types of frequency (spectral) analysis
• Fourier spectrum
• filterbank of band-pass filters
• octave and third-octave bands
• critical bands
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Noise rating
Noise Criterion (NC) or Noise Rating (NR) curves
NC: European (NC-X is X dB at ∼1.5 kHz)
NR: ISO/USA (NR-X is X dB at 1.0 kHz)

Usage:
measure unweighted SPL in octave or 1/3-octave bands;
NC/NR is defined by curve that no measured bands exceed.
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Criteria for noise levels
Low-level noise limits recommended for studios (in dB):
Frequency/octave
37–75 Hz
75–150 Hz
150–300 Hz
300–600 Hz
600–1200 Hz
1.2–2.4 kHz
2.4–4.8 kHz

Drama

TV

Light

45
36
27
23
18
14
10

50
40
32
27
22
17
14

55
45
38
32
27
23
20

For good listening room, you would want NC-15 to NC-20.
Speech interference
Background noise limit over 3 octaves: 600 Hz–4.8 kHz
Depends on distance from speaker, e.g., 54 dB at 1 m
High-level environmental noise
Exposure to 90 dB SPL over 8 hours results in hearing loss
for 25%. 140 dB SPL is max. allowable in UK.
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Measures of noise exposure
1. Leq,T is equivalent continuous sound intensity averaged
over time T , as SPL (i.e., sound level based on p2
rms )
2. Ln gives the SPL exceeded n% of the measurement time
Noise dose, E(A)
E(A) is the A-weighted squared sound pressure integrated
over time, in Pa2 h. It records the total received acoustic
energy, which is related to likelihood of hearing damage:
Z T

2
p2
dt
=
T
p
(13)
(A)
rms,(A)
0
Noise Dosimeter or Personal Sound Exposure Meter reports E(A) as a percentage of allowable daily noise dose:
100% after 8 h at 90 dBA SPL
50% after 4 h at 90 dBA SPL
25% after 4 h at 87 dBA SPL
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E(A) =

Sound measurement
• Intensity, sound power and sound pressure
• Sound level measurement
– SIL, SWL and SPL definitions
– time and frequency weightings
• Spectral analysis
– Fourier spectrum
– filterbank and critical bands
• Noise measurement
– noise ratings and criteria
– noise exposure and dose
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Preparation for Sound waves

• Give an application from real life
that exploits each of the principles
of sound wave behaviour:
– superposition of sound waves
– diffraction properties
– reflections
– refraction
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